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Autistics vulnerable
to acid reflux

Boy’s death related
to care failings

Autistic adults are “significantly Care failings may have played a
more” vulnerable to acid reflux, part in the death of a 13-yearnew research shows...

old autistic boy...

Announcements
Mum says treatment
denied due to autism

Nine hospital support
workers deny abuse

Stars of the Month

Experience the magic
of Disney on stage
... Read More

Come and ‘relax’ with
Robin Hood at
Theatre Royal
Nottingham this
Christmas
... Read More

Shakespeare returns
to the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre
... Read More

Relaxed and sensoryadapted performance
on sale
... Read More

Callum and Nikki McKeefery, grotto creators
For families touched by autism, navigating Christmas can be stressful
enough without seeing their children look on at fun activities they
would find too overwhelming to take part in. So our Stars of the
Month are a couple whose young son suffers from a rare genetic
condition and who have created an all-inclusive, free-of-charge
Santa’s grotto designed to bring the magic of Christmas to other
children with special needs or a disability.
Inspired by their five-year-old son Hudson, parents Callum and
Nikki McKeefery have spent the past six months creating the grotto in
a shop in Leicester. The project, which is run by volunteers, stems
from Callum having to ask his uncle to dress up as Santa for Hudson
because taking him to a normal grotto would distress him.
“The idea is to give children with special needs and their families
that bit of normality. It’s a completely safe space, so there will be
nobody there judging the kids if they’re playing up or taking their time
settling in,” says Callum who, along with Nikki, has injected tens of
thousands of pounds into making the grotto possible.
Callum says: “We give Santa the chance to spend longer with
the children, which means they can warm up slowly and the parents
can enjoy the process. One of our main aims is to get each visitor a
nice photo with Santa – I know just how much that will mean to the
parents. Sometimes, perhaps for the first time, they’ll be able to get a

Get ready for clean,
mountain air
... Read More

Toys, Fidgets And
More In The NEW
Sensory Direct Kits
and Multi-Packs

festive picture of their child printed and send it to family. They’ll be
able to look back on that photo and have such amazing memories.”
If you have a child with additional needs who would like to see
Santa in Leicester, please email Nikki@reviews.io and the
McKeefery team will do their best to get you in.
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Henshaws
Specialist College
January Open Day
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The Autism Show
Manchester 2022
10-11 JUNE 2022

22 JANUARY 2022
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points, the show can help

The Autism Show
London 2022

The Autism Show
Birmingham 2022

17-18 JUNE 2022

24-25 JUNE 2022
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Surviving an Autistic
Christmas

Autism Christmas Tips &
Tricks

Change in routine, more people

Purple Ella says Christmas is

around, music and uncertainty

one of her favourite times of the

on why everyone is giving

year, but it can present

presents to each other. 12 tips

challenges. She shares her

to surviving an autistic

autism Christmas tips and

Christmas.

tricks.

Feature

Curtains up...
Relaxed musicals, pantos, plays, films and music performances are
back again. We shine a spotlight on a host of fabulous shows over
Christmas and deep into 2022 that have been adapted to be
comfortable for audience members on the autism spectrum.
Seasonal gift ideas
Also on our website Sample Features page, and in the winter issue of
Autism Eye Magazine, you'll find a selection of great gift ideas.
Read More

